COUNTRY-LED SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION

CRITICAL PATHWAY TO TRANSFORM EDUCATION SYSTEMS AT SCALE

1. ASSESS & DIAGNOSE
   • Analysis for needs, gaps and existing evidence
   • Enabling factors review
   • Independent Technical Advisory Panel
   • Feedback and finalization
   • Act on evidence

2. PRIORITIZE & ALIGN
   • Develop Partnership Compact to align partners and resources behind key policy priorities and reforms
     • Act on evidence
     • Early indication of grants

3. ACT, LEARN & ADAPT
   • Support adaptive implementation through learning and the use of evidence
   • Improve access data and ability to track and aggregate results
   • Improve accountability

INSTIGATE CHANGE AT ANY TIME
Local education groups can instigate system transformation any time in the planning cycle aligned to context

GENDER HARDWIRED THROUGHOUT THE PROCESS

GRANT APPLICATIONS
• System Capacity Grant
• System Transformation Grant
• Girls’ Education Accelerator
• Multiplier

SUPPORTED BY
• Knowledge & Innovation Exchange (KIX)
• Education Out Loud (EOL)
• Strategic Capability